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\chapter{Advanced User Input}

        The second part is finally done. We have talked enough of Allegro.

We has seen most of the libraries functionalities. Now we will enter the

game logic. This part does not only concern Allegro, it concern all video

games on any game machines.

        I will try to explain the logic behind each concept of the game

but I won't make any code example since it will take too much space and

time. If you understand the logic and you know how to programm, you will be

able to implement the logic yourself. I will take a lot of examples from

know console video games since they are a gold mine for learning

how to make our own games.

        We have seen how to read the keyboard, mouse and joystick in

chapter 2. Beside the technical aspect of user input, there are other

things to learn about user input which has nothing to do with calling

Allegro routines.

\section{Standard Input Interface}

        Standard input interface is optional but in some situation it can

make your game easier to make. For example, let say you make a 2 player

real-time game where both player play on the same computer. Each player

can either use the mouse, the joystick, the left part of the keyboard or

the right part of the keyboard to play. In this situaltion, it start to be

really complicated to know what and when to read the appropriate device,

especially if both players are using their part of the keyboard. In this

case, if you read the keyboard once for each player, the key you read does

not necesarily correspond to the right player.

        So sove this problem, we create a layer between the input devices

and the game. This layer, which we can call the Input manager, will read

all the input devices, save the information, decode it and give the input

information to the game when he ask it.

%figure : Input manager

\subsection{Standardising the device}

        Lets create an example that I will explain all over the section.

Let say we have a megaman fighting game to do ( yes, it is one of the game

I made \emph{Rockman Battle Arena}. You can play up to 2 players at the

same time and the input devices available are joystick, mouse ( not so

convenient for Megaman) keyboard right and keyboard left.

        At the beginning of the game loop, the input manager

must read all the device that has been activated by the user. So if the

players want to use joystick and keyboard left, we won't read the mouse.

Remember that if

both player use the keyboard, if you use the last key system, only 1

player will have it's input read. I strongly suggest you keep the last key

pressed and which key is currently pressed with the \avar{keys} variable.
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        When the information is read, we save it inside

the manager. It is also important to keep some information about the

previous state. Now we must decode the information. To do so we must create a

standard input. In our Megaman game, each player can either press any of

the 4 direction and they can press the attack or jump button. We set this

has our common input interface.

%figure, control example.

        Now, we must convert our device entries to this common interface.

Which mean that if the user was using the mouse, the mouse movement will

indicate the direction and mouse button 1 and 2 will be mapped on attack

 and jump button. For the keyboard, according to the user's configuration,

maby CTRL will be mapped on Attack and Alt on jump. When the mapping is

done, the input manager will return to the game which direction has been

pressed and which button has been pressed.

        In this case, the games does not know if the user is using a mouse

or a joystick, for him it's the same. The only thing he need to know to

run the game correctly is where the character moves and does it attack or

jump. This allow your users to easily change the input device they want to

use and they can also easily reconfigure their controls by changing the

behavior of the input manager.

\subsection{Interpretation and Correction}

        Here are some things that your input manager should do. First, you

should hold the last key and the key status of all used keys. If both

players play on the same keyboard, the last key can give some trouble. You

could save 2 last keys, one for each player, but you will need an easy

ways to recognise which key is owned by which player. Maybe use a scan code

number range for each player.

        The reason why I asked you these precautions is to solve the

following situations.

\begin{description}

\item[Movement and direction] : When the user press the movement keys, it

is better to read the keys currently pressed since he can press more than

1 direction at a time when moving in diagonal. Direction are also usefull

for special moves, like holding Up and pressing attack. Since both keys

are pressed together, you must check both key status.

\item[Attack/Jump] : If the user attack, it will shoot a bullet. But if he

hold the button, he must not shoot a 2nd bullet because he does not have

an automatic cannon. So if we read the current keys pressed, he will

should indefinetly. So in this case, we must use the last key. We do the

same when we want to know if the user start jumping. Since some devices

does not have a last key, if the user is holding the key, you must not

generate another attack command. When the user release the key, you can

reenable the attack command.
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\item[Charging] : A user can hold a button to charge his buster. You keep

the last attack button pressed in memory. If attack button is pressed again,

check if it was previously pressed. If this is the case, then the user is

holding the key. You should set a counter to increment each time the

button is hold. It allow you to know the holding time of the key.

\item[Release] : You should also know when your user release a button. If

the user has been holding a key ( positive counter ), check now if the key

is still presses. If it's not pressed, reset the key counter. The key

release is usefull for jumping. We want the character to start droping

when he release the jump button.

\end{description}

        This mean that there will be more that 6 information that will be

send to the game since we must consider key release and key holding. It

will make 10 informations. I will call these input informations

"commands". Here is the 10 command our megaman game will have :

\noindent

\begin{tabular}{ll}

Up&Down\\

Left&Left\\

Attack&Attack Release\\

Jump&Jump Release\\

Attack Hold&Jump Hold\\

\end{tabular}

        The holding commands will return the holding time of the key while

other commands should return true or false. In this case, Jump holding

won't be used in our game, we use jump release to stop the jump. Attack

release is used to know when to shoot the buster while attack hold will be

used to calculate the power of the buster.

        What I exlained you in the subsection is based on my

experimentation base on my game. When you will make your game and read the

user input, you will find some bugs : The characters does not move or

attack the ways you want it. To solve this problem, you will have to make

some modifications or additions to the input manager. I cannot list all

the possible modifications since some can be unique to some games. The

important to have an input manager in your game to make some input

correction when you need them.

        In summary, the input manager must make sure that all input device

speak the same language with the game so that he can consider them all the

same. It must also keep some information and do some processing according

to the game to make sure the input does their job correctly.

\subsection{Command Buffering}

        Some video games, like fighting games, especially \emph{Street

Fighter}, need to know what sequence of keys was previously pressed. For
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example, in \emph{Street Fighter}, to produce the famous "Hadoken" special

move, you must press [down][down-right][right]+[punch] to perform the move.

%try to use icons

The last 2 keys can be tested easily since they are 2 different button

which can be pressed at the same time. But for the 2 first keys, you must

keep some sort of history of keys to know what was pressed in the past.

        To do so, you must make a buffer of command. This buffer will

contains the history of your keys. Some recent fighting games,

in practice mode, allows you to see at the bottom of the screen what are

the last keys you have pressed. It allows you to train for some special

move. You video game will work the same. You will keep in a buffer the

last 16 or 32 keys pressed.

        You should not use the keyboard buffer to keep the history,

keyboard buffer should only be used when inputting. The best should be to

make a buffer where each item contains all the keys pressed at this time.

It will allow you to read direction and keys pressed in the past.

        When you read your input history, you should not look exactly for

the same pattern than the pattern of your special move. For the simple

reason that the human player is not as perfect than a computer. So for an

haboken move, [down][down][down][down-right][right][right]+[punch] will

also be a correct hadoken input. Which mean that you must read your

history in sequence. You start first with the first key and search the

buffer until the

next key is found. Reapeating the same key more than once, especialy

directions, does not break the sequence. If the user press something that

has nothing to do with the sequence, you break the sequence and must

restart the reading sequence. Anyways, always to some test with your key

history to make sure it works the way you want it. Like input manager

correction, there can be some adjustments which are unique to some games.

        You can also implement some other special effect with the key

buffer. For example "Repeated button tapping" like Chung Li's special kick

or "Left-Right Moving" to break out of dizziness. You could simply read

the buffer to see how many time the key has been pressed in the whole

buffer, or if the left and righ key sequence has seen more than a certain

number of times.

        The size of your buffer is important here since it

influcence the time. For reapeated tapping, 10 key press for a buffer of

16 keys will require a much faster key tapping than 10 key press in a 32

key buffer. If your game runs at 60 frames seconds, it will mean 1/4 of

seconds for a 16 key buffer and 1/2 seconds for a 32 key buffer.

\section{Demo and Playback}

%seed save

%save AI decision movement ( only sentient should give problem)

%save user input.
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%Chap 11  Advanced user Input

%done>11.2        Common Input Interface

%11.2.1         Input Emulation

%11.2.2         Command Buffering

%11.3        Demo playback input (ennemy AI repeat memory)

%> save seed??
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